width of a resonance ',depend on the' production mechanism? And so'on. · .
Within the frame'Yrork :or the analytic S· matrix there has long existed a ,.
~· ~ natural and_ unambigu~~rlS meaning for the COncept Of "particle" Or · "resonance" that resolves all such questions, but there continues to be ./.
;
•.
. *
. respect to hadrons. . Semantic precision in physics in itself often
promotes progress in real understanding of nature._. One object here is thus to illustrate how insight into strong-interaction dynamics may be enhanced by a precise defini tioh of the particle-resonance concept. A .
more important object; hovrever, is to increase experimenter's ai·rareness
. of the variety of possibilities for establishing new particles through .. high precision measurements.
Why is careful handling of the resonance concept more' important · in high-energy physics than in atomic physics or even classic~l (low' energy) nuclear physics, ivhere particles and resonances ·are eqUally
.J' * Zero-mass particles present special problems that we wish to ignore here.· '.
. ::·-_. ·well-defined. The results of :·experiment are-usually translated into statements about vrave functions, arid it is unnecessary to be precise about the definition of a resonance so long as the wave function is unambiguously specified. In the high-energy domain,. hm.,rever, . it has -so far proved_ impossible to define a wave function that can be· determined from experiment. The combination with quantum mechanics of relativistic· requirements seems to preclude a meaning for the concept 9f particle I
• 1 position, 11 vrhen the required precision is .:G '!lflvfc_, r-1 being the l .
I particle mass. ~'High-energy physics 11 by definition concerns itself with vravelengths that fall into this difficult range. _ Even though localizedwave functions lack meaning at high energy, scattering and reaction amplitudes continue to be vrell-defined · --the complete collection of all reaction amplitudes constituting the * elements of 't-rhat is called the 11 8 Matrix.
11
Basic to the discussion
here is the -fact that_ S-matrix elements are analytic functions of the initial and final energies and angles of particles appearing in the ', various reactions. The ground :r;-ules employed in this paper are to ' . state without proof certain properties· of the analytic s matrix that should be used in a.more narrow sense than "particle," being reserved ,.
r.· I;
for poles that occuijiin the special regions of the complex energy• space discussed belm-1 in Sec. III. However, when' we come to consider . these regions, it "'ill be evident that they cannot be precisely ·delineated. With semantic precision as a goa:J., therefore, it seems best not to attempt any distinction between the terms "particle" and ' \~~ . " ;•resonance" , Here these nouns will be employed interchangeably. ) A ·. possible obje,ction to a universal pole-particle identification is that -...
..
:
. . the S matrix might have several different kinds of poles, only one category being appropriately associated with particles. Such a possi-', · bility was, in fact, intensively considered during the early days of S-matrix theory, but subsequent work has sho'-Tn that all simple poles _in individual "channel invariants" are of a single basic type. 1 ·What is meant by the term. "channel invariant?"· A .channel is . any collection of more than ,one particle and the "channel invariant~'
is the square of the total energy in •the barycentric system of the channel. (For the sake of clarity ,.,e adopt the convention here that each channel has a we 11-defined set of' all conserved quantum numbers, .. ·.of all the different members of a set of communicating channels share the same set of stable particle-poles, and conversely, any individual pole appears in every s.:.matrix e_Lement connecting channels that communicate vrith the corresponding particle •. This important property can be proved to hold true for poles both off and on the physical sheet.
The.term "physical sheet" has been introduced in the foregoi~g. communicating S-inatrix elements. . · .
Normal threshold branch pqints divide the physical region into sectors, and it is necessary to prescribe hovr two adjacent physical sectors in s are connected through an~lytic continuation. The rule is that, if one is moving along the real s axis in a physical region and encounters a thr.eshold branch point, . one goes infinitesimally above. adjective ''small" as applied to· 6 is deve:J:oped in'.the following P: 'paragraph. If one wishes to-~display the poleposition and the physical region simultaneously, cuts must be dravm so as to expose part of .an 
with the series converging in a circle that includes part of the physical . region, as shown in Fig. 3 . If the physical point s = s ·. is not far pr .from the center of the circle, the leading termof the series will be a good approximation for . s near Then we are led to the familiar
:'· ..
' -8-
· s , ( s):
. ···:··.
•. ...r.
• ' '
. :1. . .-,.,
. It is the residue of the pole and the.background.that dif~er, riot the position.
If the next nearest singularity happens to be a t"'o-particle channel threshold and the 8-matrix' element in question connects tvroparticle channels, then the. threshold branch point may .be removed by \ -· . . :
... ';.
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'. IV.· EXTRAPOlATION TO POlES ON THE REAL AXIS As a second example let us conside:r; a pole on the real · ·s axis at s -s p slightly below the lowest threshold. Figure 1 shows such ··a poie on: the physical sheet,. vrhere we have already stated the physical . .
. · interpretation as that of a stable particle of mass . -....{;p . Figure 4 shows a pole equally closeto the beginning of the physical region but .
on the physical sheet if al is negative but on an unphysical sheet if
The best known examples of such poles are in the two.
The function ql ( s lies on the physical sheet (i;.he detite~o~), while the isotopic-spin~~ pole is on an unphysical sheet. In both these cases .the second and third terms of the expansion (IV.)) have been accurately determined,.
·'and the poles turn out to be close, so the positions and. residues are knovm vrith great precision.
A reminding word of caution is required about the above extrapolation · method, and in fact about all. extrapolations. .. ·' c . . ,
• .
.'·t.
. ~ -.
'. to evaluate the rel:Labili ty of the specific pole determinations that · have actually been attempted. In many cases the experimental data ·currently available is insufficient to reach firm conclusions about whether a pole is or is not present in a particular region •. The · essential point however is that, in principle, data of sufficient accuracy ahrays will answer this question. Thus, to discover a ne.,., particle the task of the experimenter is to establish by extrapolation of his data the existence of a simple pole in some channel invariant of the S matrix. To assist the extrapolation he should employ all available information about other singularities • . The quantum numbers of the particle are the quantuni numbers of the communicating channels, and here we should mention the matter of multiplicity--a semantic question that sometimes causes confusion.
· If the S matrix possesses an exact symmetry, such as rotational invariance, then there exist multiplets of equivalent channels and,
* Although left-hand branch points may be ignored in specifying pole· · location, they do affect the extrapolation.
--..
. ,· .....
\.·.
,. ·_··· -14-, ' ·but ~ccasionaily on~:-hears the term ,;particle"· or "resonance" employed in referring to a 1 'bump" which detailed analysis has sho>m to be sensible to reserve, the terin "particle" for simple poles'.
Hhen and if
·experiments show the existence o:f' multiple poles, we can face the problem of finding a good nrune for them. It goes without saying that the term particle or resonance should not be employed to describe phenomena associated.with branch point9. Sometimes branch points of :the S matrix, acting alone, are of such character as to produce energy '-. considered just as good a particle as any other. Often one hears used the term "threshold enhancement" to describe the kind o1' situation
shown in Fig. 4 , wi\h the implication that one is not dealing here with . :!iii . a "true" particle. If', however, extrapolation around the branch point clearly :indicates the existence of a pole, the experimenter has discovered a particle in as valid a sense.as when no branch point intervenes. He .should not be diffident in reporting his discovery.
We add parenthetically the remark that if 1 near a threshold, any individual partial-wave cross section varies rapidly by an amount comparable to the unitarity limit, careful extrapolation has usually revealed a nearby pole as the culprit. This remark is no substitute for detailed analysis, which must always be carried out, but it is a fact that most so-called "threshold enhancements" have turned out to be reflections of nearby po"les. ·When poles are absent, threshold effects are.usually too weak to be observable.
The type of branch point that can most easily produce confusing energy peaks is not associated with simple energy thresholds but instead is a so-called "Landau singularity" whose position depends on both energy and momentum tr~nsfer. ' . ·that experimenters d.ravr back from an uninhibited pole-particle association is that for mo~t poie locations they find the concept·of particle-mass 
l)
.P
and it is natural to attempt an extension of this formula.to define the "mass" of any particle corresponding to an unphysical-sheet pole •
. ··If the pole is far from the physical region, however, the usual intuitive meaning 1'or "mass" becomes blurred. In fact the "mass" is
.not simply a complex number, since a specification is required of the sheet on which the pole lies. Thus, so long as the experimenter· insists that a particle be completely characterized bya set of numbers .for spin, mass; etc., he is prevented !'rom considering the great bulk of.particle-poles.
Take the· example o!' Fig. 4 . To say that the "mass" of this .
. partic'le is -y;;_ p would ignore the distinction with Fig. 1 : .
. · with relative ease for the obvious reason that they are the closest to the physical region •. As experimental techniques develop, however, poles
.will be identified in wider and wider regions. For example, a possible new type of pole location that may soon be clarified is shown in Fig. 5 . . . 6
The gross manifestation of S'l\Ch a pole has been called the "woolly cusp". · . The pole. hides behind ·the threshold branch point for an unstable-particle
. channel (such as N6) in much the same sense.as in Fig. 4 . The dif'1'erence is that the shielding branch point is now itself displaced from the physical region,.so the observed effect in the physical region is relatively smooth. ,.:
; .
::-.
·· ..
•.....
·.··.
•,r'• . :_ ..
. :. . ·th~~
where gc is often referred to as the "coupling constant" of the particle ' r p for the channel c This.factorizability of the residue is important.
to the interpretation of the pole_as e. particle. It means that the state of' the sy~ter:i r~p;esented by the pole h~s no "me~ory" of its origin.· ..
The state decays or interacts vrith other particles in a manner independent; of the mechanism that originally produced the state. A crucial issu~ for'our point of view i~ that not only stable-particle poles but also all . unphysical-sheet simple poles in individual channel invariants should ·have factorizable residues. This property has in fact been established by a variety of theoretical arguments. (If K-ma trix methods are employed . in extrapolating physical data; pole residues emerge automatically in a ~actored. form.)
The demonstration of factorizability does not depend on the .
location of the pole, lThich may be on the physical sheet or many sheets Potential models for t _ == 0 similarly shov hm-r a pole on the physical sheet can move up to the 1m-rest threshold as the attraction is decreased arid then continuously back on the real axis of the adjacent_--,' unphysical sheet into the location discussed in Sec• IV. Again, it is , ·a dynamical accident of no great significance that determines precisely where the pole is located.
-A related and striking feature of potential models is the inevitable occurrence of an infinite number of poles, any one of which
, ..
. .
i·;
. ·,,· 
. '· · · The most avilmard obstacle to a one-to-one pole-particle correspondence, so far recognized by theorists, is that associated ·'·with "weak" threshold branch points that happen to occur near a pole. .
•
• l • • .
• . The motivation for this paper arose from the impression,
-a~quir~d frommariy conversations, that experimenters by and large regard the notion of S-matrix poles as a-controversial theoretical· conjecture that has a dubious role in the interpretation.of data. 
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